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A continuum M ia aimosr arcwise cumected if each pair o!t nonempty open 
be joined by an are in A& An almost arqwise connected plane continuum wi 
amponent can be defined by identifying pairs of endpoints of three copi 
indecomposable continuum that has two endpoints. In [7] K.W. Kellum gave this 
askedifeveryalmost arcwise connected continuum without a dense. arc component 
ably msmy‘ardcampantnts, We answer Kellum’a question by defining an almost arcw 
plane t~~tinuum with only three arc components none of which are dense. 
&nast ptana if ftr each finite collection V of nonempty open subsets of M 
a~tinuuxn hi-M thet J&ersects e& elemedt of %. We define a hereditarily un 
Peano plane continuum that dozs not have a dense arc component. We prove t 
arcwise connected pianar A dendroid has exactly one dense arc component. I 
hereditarily unicoherent almost arcwise connected plane continuum without 
ponent has uncountably many arc components. Using an example of J. Krasirr ki 
[8J, we d&e an_aimost Peano A*dendroid that do z not hnve a dense arc co 
theorem of J.B. Fugate, and L. Mohler f31, ‘we prcve that eve 
A -dendroid without a dense arc component has uncountably mar 
3-spate we &fine an almost Peano continuum with only countabir 
of which is dense. It is not known if the piane contains a continuum 
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dense aft component L almost arcwise connected continua A-dendroid almost Peano continua aimost continuous function plane continua fixed-point property ---_1__1- P- _-.- . 
Let f be a function of a continuum X into a eontirwum Y. In [ 13] J. St 
defined f to be almost continwuus if each open e;et in X x Y that contain 
a continuous function of X into Ii: KeUum [7] proved thlat if X i 
almost continuous urjection, then Y is almost Peanc. Vellum [ 
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t Pueino continuum .is an almost ciont~nutcius image of every Peano 
t crsntinuous retract of a 2-ceil has the fixed-point property [13, 
nd Proposition 1] (also see [4])* IL Borsuk [13,,p.,263] @served that 
lr4des an interesting approa& to t& p@%~,$# 6f ‘j~$?&$lp~ every 
lane continuum has the fixed-piint pi%$&rty. F&~.ao&%fknation 
inuous functions see [4-71 andt [13]. 
A co&mum is a nondegenerate wmprtct connected metric space. A 
is a lwally connected contkuum, A continu&& ik hmditarily 
rent if each pair of its intersecting subcontinua has a connected intersection. 
of two Of its prOper subco6ltinua; 
ompusable. It is hereditarily Idecotnp&bk if each of its subcon- 
cemposable. A continuum is a A-deradroid f it is hereditarity unicoherent 
n-space. The closure of a given set S is denoted 
t arcwise wnnected continuum 21 with only three 
in the unit interval [0, I]. Let 
P~((X,y)EEZ:xEC,~C)~C~). 
h itive integer n, let 
O.;~llx,y)EE’:x.C,x==~~(Osi~3”),~~y~~;). 
n, let Un be the union of the components of C x [O, I] that intersect Q,,. 
= Cp, and for pt = 2,3, . . . , let R,, = QJU,+ Let XI, ~2, . . . be a sequence of 
ibte points of (15‘ that is dense in C. For each n, let S,# be the interval 
1 
1 -_* 1 son l 
‘, modify C x [0, I] so that each component of P uUT__, I?, US, is the limit 
x curve as indicated in Fig, 1. Call the resulting space V. 
e set of all components T of P such thrrt the projection of C x [0, l] 
to a point of x1, ~2,. . . or to an awessitrle point of C. Let Y4f1, Tz, . . . 
be a seqwnce of disjoint rectangular disks 
properties. For each n, 
Dn is less than l/n, and 
ellum observed that every arcwise cmnectad continuum without a dease 
Fig. 1. 
Let W = VUCJ~~, Dn. For each n, let d, be the projection of D,, strai 
onto r,. Let d be the map of W into W such that d is the identity on W 
and for each n, the restriction of d to 0, is dn. Note that (I defines a 
semi-continuous decomposition of W. 
Let x be the decomposition space associated with d. Note that the corn 
of P that miss UT=, C,, are still Iimit bars of sin l/n, curves. Each 
of X is a chainable continuum with two endpoints. Using meth 
L.G. Oversteegttn’s [ll,, Theorem 2.2); embed X in E” between two p 
K and C so that each component of X meets Ku L only at its 
has one endpoint in K and the other endpoint in L. 
Let Y be the plane oontin:t,um X/{C x (01, C x { 1)) [5), pS 533:. 
the arc components cf Y that contain C x (0) and C x (l}, respectively. 
Y = A u IS. Both A and, B are dense in Y. 
Let k 1 and 122 be hnmeomorphisms of Y such that Y, h I[ Y ], and &[ 
Define Z1 to be the plan/e continuum obtained from Y u h I[ Y) 
ing C x (0). with .hi(C ,x(12),- Eti(C x { 
C 8 (I}. The three arc components of Z1 
IS, A&bough Zl i 
that Z1 ir; not her 
Exmnple 2. Thewe xbts in indecomposdble hereditarily un 
plane continuum 22 thM does not have a dens arc compckmt. 
To define Z:;!, let W be I&aster’s indecomposabli ocasrtinuum t 
[9, p. 2043. Let G be EMI open subset of U that is homeomorphk to the 
(0, i ) and a Cantor sci. In E3, modify U so that each component of Cl 0 
bar of a sin I/A curve Ias indicated in Fig. 2. 
Pig. 2. 
Note that the ret-ulting continuum V is indoc~mQos&le. Let cl, c2,. . g 
sequence of distinct composants of V. 
For each positive integer n, let 93,, be a finite collection of rectangular d&ks with 
the foliowing properties. For each element D of SB,, 
( :, 9 the base interval of D is a component of C, R Cl G, 
(I!) the height of D is less than l/n, 
(3) DnVisasfnl/xcurve,and 
(4) D misses each element of ufi l S-&\(D). 
Exthermore, an arc component of the union of C,, and the ele 
Let W be the uniorl of V and the elemen& of 
function that projects each element of 9,, stra 
of 8%’ into VV that agrees with each rd, on e&c 
p d defines a monoton 
position space asst 
ed in the plane [ 1, 
1~ many arc ~xwxqxxwrrts, Each arc component is noivk 
t & is 3lnxsaB Peano. 
WI M is a n-d if the:re exist a cotlection of n distinct 
9d set. C pruper~y contain& in each element 0 
and C is the Wrsection of each pair of eleme 
t arcwise connected kdendmid M is a 4aod in E2, then M has 
in the c B& @ *{BI, B2, BB$ 84) have the properties stated 
1. I& DI, Dz, Da, and Da be disjoint disks such $hat for each n, &),, 
dA Bi md S, intersects the interior of I>,. Let H denote the continuum 
ws from a theorem of H. Cook [a] that E’\M is connected. Each D,, 
B’\M Hena there exist an arc segment Al ii? E2\H and an element K 
of {a, Da, DJ such that (1) one endpoint of A1 is in DJM and the other endpoint 
b in K\M and (2) the unbounded component of E’\(A 1 u D1 v K v M) intersects 
buti elements of (Ds* DB, Dd]\{K}. Assume without ioss of generality that ,D2 = K. 
exist an arc segment A2 in E*\(H w Al) and an element L of (Da+ D4} such 
t (:) &\U J& and Lw each contain an endpoint of AZ* and (2) the unbound& 
oarrrponent of E2\(A~u&v L v M) intersects both elements of (Dl, D3, D4)\(L). 
Assume without loss of generarity that D3 = t. 
t Aa b an arc sqgment in E2\(H u Ai u AZ) with endpoints in DJCl A2 anId 
Let Ad be an arc segment in E2\(H w A1 LJ A2 uA3) with endpoints iln~ 
43 and DKl AI. 
Let U be the component of E’\U~ nLPl (A,, (I 0,) that contains C. The boundary 
of l.! is a simple ckwd curve S. Furthermore, .the arcs D, AS and Dan S are 
separated in S by (Ds u DJ n S. !hce M is hereditarily unicoherent and almost 
connected, there exist 61 M A U an arc segment 1 from DI lo D3 and an XC: 
nt J from D2 to Ds. Note that I n J is a nonempty connected set in C [ 1% 
For each own subset V of A4 that misses .T u J there exist an ‘open set W in V 
ns~tXinMnU~WI D,., such that ever-y arc in M from W to X kitersects 
/ u.I; Hence the arc component of M that contains I w J is dense in M Thus the 
is uy1 ahost arcwise connected h-dendroid in E2. TOW M 
compnent and very other am compor~ent of M is nowhere deme. 
c [8] proved that every planar A -den 
ey [8] also proved that if a ~~a~ 
den= LTC component hen every other arc compcment i  m 
SVRCC; LO shaw that M’ ha a dense arc component. We 00~ 
CGM 1. Suppme M is irreducible between two points. Tt)Jerr t 
map f of A4 onto [O, l] such that the wntinuum CI Jr-’ 
f-‘[[O, i]] and f-‘[& ljj 114, Theorem 8, p- 14:jb 
cofines:ted, t!~*e is an arc A in M from f”[[O, $11 
Gl ,f-‘[(f, f,] is a subarc of A that contains a nonempty 
8;;’ component of M that contains A is dense in M. 
C%SF 2. Suppose ikf is not irreducible between two points. Then 
c!orenr of M-l. Sorgenfrey [12, Theorem 3.21, A4 is a triad (3-d). 
= {&, B2, B3) have the properties tated in the dlefinition (above 
Let H be Clg&\C). If H is not a continuum, then M is a 4-od, and‘by 
(above), M has a dense arc component. Hence we Qume that *H is a COMINRU~~ 
Let K and L be proper subcontinua of H such th,at H = K uL. Since C AH is 
nowhere dense in H, both K\L and L\,K intersect H\C. 
If C intersects K AL, then the existence of the continua K u C, L w C: Bp u 
M pi 8, ), ad B3 u (K n L) implies that M is a 4-o& and, by the lemma (above), M 
a dense a:rc component, Hence we assume that (C misses K’ n L. It foilows thatt 
the connected set C A H is in either K or L. 
Assume without loss of generality that K contains C n H and L n C =$. She 
a.lmost arcwise connected, there is a:: arc P in K fern L to C Since M is 
herediltarily unicoherent., P intersects every arc in M that joins an open set in L with 
an aper set in &U B3. Hence the arc componeat Q’ of M that contains P is dense 
in L ti LtPt u 113. 
Z3y a ,eimilar argument, there exists an arc component R of M that contains an 
ZHT in & and is dense in B1 u B3. Since R intersects .P, it foliows that Q = ip. Hence 
8 is dense in M, This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
Thmrem 2. If A4 is Q kereditlrrily unicskent almost am&e ~mwcted plane 
cont’mwn without a dense arc component, then AU has uncountably msnf WC 
compown Is. 
. By Theorem 1, A4 has an indecomposable: subcontinuum I, Since A4 is 
itarily unicoherent, no arc component of A4 intersects more than one com- 
ant of 1. Hence M has uncounta!)ly many arc colmponents. 
k 3. There exists an almost Peano h -dendroid Z3 that does not have a dense 
rasinkiewicz and Mint defined a h-denidroid .X that has uncountably 
onents. Detk~ Zs by modifying X in the same way that 
is on rplmoslt arcwise connected A-dendr~id with ordy ~~~~ 
77uv1 A4 has one dense arc component and eljaery otkv WC 
be dense, 
r [S, Corollrtry 1. 1'01 ‘pro~ti’ that every A -dendroid 
most’ me densie wc component. 
y many arc components h8s a dense arc corn 
ponW is nOwht$re d n* 13; COfOllWy .V.9f. T%Ub it 
ense. By the Baire category th 
R of M ~such t at Cl R contains 8nonempt 
nempty open subset of M\C1 I?. There exists 
M such that Cl S contaks a nonempty open subset C of yjl. 
bsets of M. Since R n S = 0 and 
that S is nowhere dense in A. Let D be: a nonempty o 
in A\61 JL Since M is almost arcwise connected, there is an arca I) in M th 
CardD. 
If 0 is an arc in M that intersects C and 0, then Q intersects P; for; 
of Cl R and pt~ Q v Cl S is not connected, and this cant 
A4 is hereditarily unimherent, 
Hence the ;i8re: component T of M that contains P is dense in C w 
T n C f 8, T pa R. Therefore R A T =g), But R and T are Ga subsets o
Corollary l.S] and both Cl R and Cl T contain the open set D. It follows from 
contradiction that M has a dense arc component. Hence the proof is corn 
Cstdluy. Every almostarcwise connected A-dendroid without a dense arc c~rn~~~~~ 
has uncountably many are components. 
The continuun, & (Example 1) is not almost Peano. This is consistent with t h 
fact that every almost Peano qx&nuum without a dense arc component has infinit 
many arc components. The almost Peano continua ZZ (Example 2) and 22 ( 
3) each have uncountably many arc components. One might wonder if every 
Peano continuum without a dense arc compotient has uncountably 
components. 
ere exists an almost Peano continuum 24 in E3 with orrly c 
many arc components no one of which is dense in 24. 
To define 24, let C’ be the Cantor ternary set in [0, 11. For each 
) let 
Far each tt, let U’ be the uniun of tk components of c Xl [a 
~tR,=Q11DndSr=Pr.FornfF%)3,..I,letRkP~~\U11S 
Modify C x [S, 1] (as in Example 1) so that qaeh 
timit bar of a sin l/x curve. Call the rmult~+#~m: X , j 
Let 9 = {C x {O}, c x {I}} u {SI, s2, . c *Ii In- the can*umtXf 
C :( { 1) with a limit bar L (as iadicat~sd in Pig. 3). J&this, iq- 
juence S1, SZ, . . . converges to, a puint p of L. CM1 t& 
Ncte that I( has only countabiy many arcc~m~,ts and 
is dense in Y. Each S, misses the dense arccomponent~ of 
Let h be a homeomorphistir of Y such &at Tn h[YJ 
continuum obtained from Y u h[ Y] by identif:Gng p with h(p), and 1E~r 
identifying Sn with h(S,). 
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